Automated skeleton based multi-modal deformable registration of head&neck datasets.
This paper presents a novel skeleton based method for the registration of head&neck datasets. Unlike existing approaches it is fully automated, spatial relation of the bones is considered during their registration and only one of the images must be a CT scan. An articulated atlas is used to jointly obtain a segmentation of the skull, the mandible and the vertebrae C1-Th2 from the CT image. These bones are then successively rigidly registered with the moving image, beginning at the skull, resulting in a rigid transformation for each of the bones. Linear combinations of those transformations describe the deformation in the soft tissue. The weights for the transformations are given by the solution of the Laplace equation. Optionally, the skin surface can be incorporated. The approach is evaluated on 20 CT/MRI pairs of head&neck datasets acquired in clinical routine. Visual inspection shows that the segmentation of the bones was successful in all cases and their successive alignment was successful in 19 cases. Based on manual segmentations of lymph nodes in both modalities, the registration accuracy in the soft tissue was assessed. The mean target registration error of the lymph node centroids was 5.33 +/- 2.44 mm when the registration was solely based on the deformation of the skeleton and 5.00 +/- 2.38 mm when the skin surface was additionally considered. The method's capture range is sufficient to cope with strongly deformed images and it can be modified to support other parts of the body. The overall registration process typically takes less than 2 minutes.